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INTRODUCTION

• Who is Indusparquet; company size; location; certifications; major markets US and EU

• 4 case studies spanning country- 2 ongoing corruption cases, 2 about illegal sourcing 
practices in Pará state

• Overall finding: High-risk supplies of tropical timber from Brazil continue to flood into 
US despite Lacey Act; indicates urgent changes needed to address true nature of 
forest ‘crime’ that take into account the widespread corruption and fraud occurring 
within state systems associated with timber trade in high-risk countries like Brazil



CASE 1: ACCUSATIONS OF FRAUDULENT USE OF TIMBER TRACKING DATABASES

• Ongoing bribery cases in Sao Paulo against 
Indusparquet and its employee

• Prosecutor accused IP + 6 other related 
companies of large scale timber laundering 
using country’s national database Sinaflor; 
civil and criminal charges brought

• IP employee allegedly played central role in 
scheme; prosecutor says IP derived benefits 
of 30 million USD equivalent to laundering of 
19,753 m3 b/w 2014-2017

• Cases remain ongoing, Ibama employee has 
confessed to being bribed by the IP employee 
to access the database on its behalf

• Result of Operation Patio; 2 previous 
Earthsight publications about this in 2018 
and 2021



CASE 2: ATLANTIC FOREST CORRUPTION CASE
• In ongoing civil case prosecutors allege 

Indusparquet’s co-founder paid a local 
official bribes to gain access to endemic 
wood species ‘bracatinga’ for American 
client; accessed and analysed hours of 
video testimony and wiretap transcripts 
that were made available in the case

• Cleared of criminal charges though 
possibility of appeal; civil case ongoing

• Wiretaps and video footage shed light on 
possible unforeseen knock-on effects a 
client’s simple request for a product 
could have in high-risk environments like 
Brazil



Case 3: LARGEST TIMBER BUST IN BRAZILIAN AMAZON’S 
HISTORY

• Operation Handroanthus; inter-agency 
crackdown in Amazonas and Pará; end of 2020, 
226,000 m3 seized

• Sawmills supplying Indusparquet with wood 
from farms involved in raids collectively been 
fined more than half a million dollars for timber 
laundering and other violations of logging rules 
in recent years.

• Highest level officials openly supporting loggers 
involved in raids: Owners of farm whose wood 
was seized [accused of IL in protected areas and 
land-grabbing] lobbied ex-Environment Minister 
for help; subsequent court case for interference 
one of factors in Salles’ resignation

• PICTURED: RAFT INVOLVED IN RAIDS CARRYING LOGS ON MAMURU 
RIVER, Amazonas/Para



CASE 4: SOURCING FROM INDIGENOUS LANDS

• In another part of Pará, Earthsight traced wood from a 
threatened indigenous reserve, known to be home to 
uncontacted peoples, to the Brazilian flooring giant.

• Two sawmill suppliers which sourced wood for 
Indusparquet from a property within the Ituna Itatá
indigenous reserve in the Xingu river basin fined USD 
466,198 for entering false information on the origin of 
wood in official timber accounting databases.

• The owners of the property  fined 2.7 million dollars in 
2021 for destroying nearly 1,000 hectares of native 
forest within the reserve and violating access 
restrictions for an area where uncontacted indigenous 
peoples are present.



REVIEW OF INDUSPARQUET SUPPLIERS IN FOUR AMAZON STATES

• Indusparquet has received wood from 416 different sawn wood suppliers in 4 
Brazilian states of RO, MG, PA and AM from 2016-2021

• All are high risk states for illegal logging

• Each sawmill likely sourcing from multiple sources, risk of these sub-suppliers 
sourcing from protected areas and indigenous territories cannot be ruled out

• Complex supply chain makes trade open to risks at different points- logging, 
processing, storage, transport. Unreliability of official documents further 
complicates oversight.

• Testimony of Indusparquet staff in the Parana case in 2021 underlines the 
complexity- 3 separate staff claimed to each handle over thirty calls a day 
from prospective wood suppliers.



RISKS IN SECTOR LONG-KNOWN
• Multiple Greenpeace reports in 

2014, 2015, 2018 showed illegal 
logging with the help of large-scale 
fraud within existing official 
systems for wood-tracking is 
rampant

• Even in 2008 it was shown how 
hackers had accessed timber 
accounting database and 
manipulated 1.7 m3 worth of 
timber stocks in official systems 
(Greenpeace, 2008)



Systemic illegality continues

• Even when supply chains aren’t complex risk of illegality and fraud is very 
high

• Brazilian wood species most in demand in the US are most at risk of being 
illegally logged; risk of illegal timber being laundered into legal supply chains 
high (Forest Trends 2021)

• Surge in fake legal logging- widespread fraud in timber accounting systems 
give appearance of legality to illegal wood (Brancalion et. al, Science 
Advances 2018)



RISK  TODAY?
• Case studies we expose are typical examples NOT exceptions

• Corruption is a ‘’structural problem’’ in the timber sector; fraud in the 
timber tracking databases like Sinaflor, corruption and collusion between 
public and private actors leading to watering down of environmental 
rules common – Transparency International to Earthsight in Summer 
2022

• A spokesperson from Imaflora (FSC certifying body) ‘’Illegality occurs in 
several links in the supply chain. What is lacking is to confront the 
documentation that is being issued with the reality on the ground.” 
Summer 2022

• Ex-police chief of Amazonas state has said up to 90 per cent of 
wood leaving the nine states that are home to the so-called legal Amazon 
is illegal

• Continued fines for timber laundering, not having permits or data on 
permits not matching reality issued by Ibama month on month

• Firms using risk assessment measures that continue to take 
official documents as gospel are exposed to risk!



BRAZIL’S WOOD EXPORTS TO THE US SINCE LACEY

• Since the Lacey Act took effect, Brazil’s exports of 
wood to the US have more than doubled

• Brazil’s exports of wood-based products to the US 
(excluding wood pulp and paper) in June 2022 were 
up 22 per cent from the same month the year 
before

• Last year the US even overtook China to become 
the largest consumer of Brazilian wood in the world 
– imports were worth 3.8 billion USD in 2021, a 
massive 36 per cent hike on the year before 



INDUSPARQUET’S EXPORTS TO THE US
• Despite scandals, firm thriving; US is 90 per 

cent of sales; smaller volumes to the EU; one 
container a month

• Boasts its products have been used in famous 
locations- mirage hotel in Las Vegas and even 
the house of Jennifer Aniston

• After Operation Patio and as scandals 
multiplied, US imports surged: between Jan 
2017 and August 2022 IP exported 27,900 
tonnes of flooring to the US

• This is wood qorth 250 million USD with a 
weight more than the Statue of Liberty





CLIENTS INCLUDE AMERICA’S MOST WELL-KNOWN 
RETAILERS and DIY STORES

• Floor and Décor was likely the ‘’American client’’ in Parana court case

• Lumber Liquidators (which was able to import its wood despite being closely monitored by Us authorities under a plea 
deal it reached with US government for previous breaches of the Lacey Act for which it was fined a total of more than 13 million dollars and 
placed on probation).

• Lumber Liquidators imported 6 million USD of the firm’s flooring between May 2018 and the end of its probation period

• Well-known US home store Menards is also an Indusparquet client

• Store locator on Indusparquet USA website- Indusparquet products are literally all over
• the US; e.g. 15 stockists are within a 30-min. driving radius of the WRI offices alone

• In 2021 Indusparuet’s sales to US hit a record high of
• 6,234 tonnes- timber worth 50 million USD; enough wood to floor the Pentagon five times over

• This was also a 23 per cent increase on 2020 and 7 per cent on 2019 (pre-covid)



CONCLUSIONS
• High-risk Brazilian imports are being sold in stores all across the country despite Lacey Act 

being in force

• The case of Indusparquet shows imports actually increased despite its many scandals, and 
that major US firms were able to continue to buy its wood despite being closely watched by 
US authorities

• In spite of the diligent efforts of NGOs and US authorities in the high-profile cases they have 
pursued to great effect, the law is not having the impact it should on high-risk trade volumes 
at a broad level

• Large-scale illegal logging  is rampant in Brazil but have yet to see any prosecutions being 
brought for timber from the country



Recommendations

For companies in the US and Europe trading Brazilian tropical wood

Cease purchases of Brazilian tropical hardwood and associated products, until such time as further 
checks can be carried out, going beyond flawed Brazilian government traceability and licensing systems, 
and also beyond equally flawed independent certification systems such as FSC, to ensure these are 
legally sourced and compliant with US and EU legislation.



Recommendations 
For the US government

-Welcome President Biden’s recent pledges to protect the Amazon, Lacey Act should be 
placed front and center pf any ‘whole-of-government’ approaches as the most important 
existing tool available to address US demand for Brazilian wood products

-Enact the recommendations to improve Lacey made by a coalition of environmental 
organisations and US wood product companies in April 2022 regarding strengthening the 
enforcement of the Lacey Act in relation to wood, including making the necessary financial 
appropriations called for by them

-Consider options such as broadening the current Lacey Declaration requirement into a more 
meaningful traceability and due diligence requirement

-Agencies such as CBP could ask firms buying Brazilian wood what steps they have taken to 
interrogate their supply chains so as not to fall foul of the Lacey act

-There are underlying problems facing the forest sector in Brazil other than illegal logging 
which the FOREST Act would go a long way towards addressing. It must be urgently passed.

of the Lacey Act.



THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME

Read the report at: www.earthsight.org.uk/thefixers

Em Português : www.earthsight.org.uk/osintermediarios

Please get in touch!
Tara Ganesh
Head of Timber Investigations at Earthsight                                                    Twitter: @earthsight
taraganesh@earthsight.org.uk Instagram: earthsight_investigations

FOR FULL COMPANY RESPONSES READ THE REPORT
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